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Daniel Deronda, Upstairs at the Gatehouse, Highgate Village 
A dramatized version of Daniel Deranda scripted by John Cooper was produced by the Traffic 
of the Stage Company at the Upstairs at the Gatehouse Theatre in Highgate in May. Directed 
by Harry Meacher, it had a cast of seventeen actors who between them played forty-one 
different parts. The audience sat on three sides of the acting area (the floor of which was 
patterned like a giant roulette wheel) and the actors, when not directly engaged in the action, 
moved to the edges of this space where they would, when appropriate (i.e., when the scene was 
a party or some other gathering) continue acting in dumb show. This was sometimes distracting 
but in general had a positive effect in that it helped to streamline the action of the play and kept 
us mindful of the social world inhabited by its characters. 
Any would-be dramatizer of Eliot's last novel is faced with the major problem that its 
eponymous hero is a protagonist in not one but two main actions, the story of Gwendolen and 
her disastrous marriage-choice, and the story of the young Jewish girl Mirah rescued by 
Deronda and of Mordecai, her Zionist visionary of a brother. (There is also a third story in the 
book, that of the love between the great musician Herr Klesmer and Catherine Arrowpoint and 
her parents' snobbish opposition to their union which is closely interwoven into Eliot's overall 
thematic concerns but in a dramatization this story can be safely pared down as it was here by 
Mr Cooper.) The Jewish plot was unpopular with Eliot's fIrst readers and she complained of 
people who 'cut the book into strips and talk of nothing but Gwendolen', a practice followed 
by many later readers. In his adaptation, however, Mr Cooper so deftly manages the two plots 
and their eventual convergence in that last momentous interview between Gwendolen and 
Deronda, that there was certainly no lessening of dramatic interest in the Jewish scenes. That 
this was so also owed something to the excellent acting of Tara Jaffar, a genuinely moving 
Mirah, and Lee Ravitz, a remarkably powerful and convincing Mordecai. The role of 
Gwendolen would be a challenge for any actress since she is, in Barbara Hardy's memorable 
phrase, 'one of those great characters in fIction whose vitality comes off the page like a blast 
of life' and Sally-Anne Beighton certainly succeeded in giving us a Gwendolen who grew in 
stature as the play progressed. Unfortunately, Patrick Ross as Grandcourt lack the stage 
presence for this great part. He came across as simply stiff and unpleasant rather than a monster 
of pride and chilly sadism. Mark Jackson as Deronda, the novel's idealized hero, had the most 
difficult role of all but managed to inject a good deal of human warmth into the character. 
Altogether, this was a very effective dramatization of the novel which, one hopes, will have 
inspired many who saw it to turn, or return, to the book itself. 
Micbael Slater 
Birkbeck, University of London 
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